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Runtime:50 min2020 - present
Genres:Drama, Sport
Network:TNT
Beast Mode is an American sports drama series which aired on TNT. The series premiered in 2020.
 
 Pulling herself and her two daughters up from poverty, abuse, homelessness, and criminality, Marsha Blackstone reached the pinnacle of boxing as a fighter and has become equally as successful a trainer known for unconventional methods and a fiercely combative style. Driven by the belief that any step backward is a slippery slope to her former life, when the boxer Marsha trained to a world title fires her, this complex and inspiring woman is determined to find a new fighter to eclipse the one she lost, but her emotional baggage and militant style could be her undoing in her professional and personal life, especially with her two grown daughters, and a new baby on the way.
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Beast Mode.
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